On the possibility of the observation of valence electron density for individual bonds in proteins in conventional difference maps.
In the last decade, high-resolution data have become available for macromolecular objects. Furthermore, ultrahigh-resolution diffraction data (resolution close to 0.6 A) have been collected for several protein crystals. This allows the study of fine details of the electron-density distribution such as the deformation density, i.e. the deviation of the experimentally determined electron density from the density composed of 'free' non-bonded atoms. This paper discusses the resolution and atomic temperature factors necessary to make the valence electron density visible at individual bonds in conventional difference maps for macromolecules. The study of theoretical maps calculated by quantum-chemistry methods allows estimation of these conditions; these results are confirmed by analysis of experimental maps for Leu-enkephalin and antifreeze protein RD1. A resolution limit close to 0.6 A was found to be highly important for refinement even when the maps were calculated at lower resolution. The refinement of the same models at near to 0.9 A resolution results in artificially increased values of the atomic displacement parameters and does not permit bond electron density to be visible in difference maps. To some extent, overestimation of the atomic displacement parameters may be restricted if dummy bond electrons are used in the refinement.